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Preface

Anyone with $20 million in his pocket can go out and buy a $20
million real estate portfolio. This book is not for those people—it is
for those with little or even nothing in their pockets, who want to
go out and make a fortune anyway.

Of course, if $20 million is just a little to you, you can still
benefit from this book and learn how to easily acquire $200 million
or more of real estate. In my experience, though, people with this
kind of cash often do not have the time or inclination to do so.
Therefore, those with no money and lots of drive may do well
teaming up with people with lots of money and no inclination, to
form a truly symbiotic investment partnership.

Beware, however, that your perception as to what constitutes
a lot of money inevitably changes as you start to accumulate some.
While this book focuses on how you can amass a fortune, remem-
ber that in a hundred years’ time, how much you will have made
will not be of much importance to anyone. In the final analysis,
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how much fun you have along the way could be the ultimate re-
ward. That is why I say, above all else, be curious, learn something
new each day, help other people, be grateful, and have fun!

Successful investing!

Dolf de Roos
August 2007

xii Preface
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Notes on Reading This Book

Numerous photos are included in this book to illustrate properties
being discussed or points being made. Because of printing con-
straints, these photos are reproduced in black and white. Full-
color versions of these photos, as well as other supporting
documentation, photos, and newspaper articles, can be found on
the web site www.dolfderoos.com.

Many examples of real estate bought or negotiated are dis-
cussed, ranging in value from $59,000 to hundreds of millions of
dollars. As this book is intended for those who are relatively new
to commercial real estate, an emphasis has been placed on using
modest examples of properties that hopefully are within the com-
fort zone of most readers. Bear in mind, however, that the effort re-
quired to complete an $80,000 deal is about the same as that
required to complete an $80 million deal, so do not intend to focus
on smaller properties forever.

xv
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Finally, please accept that any instances of words like he, she,
his, or her, unless specifically referring to a person of known gen-
der, are generic. Sometimes it is too cumbersome to write “he or
she” or “his or her portfolio,” but the points being made apply to
anyone.

xvi Notes on Reading This Book
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Introduction

If you think commercial real estate is just like residential real estate
except that you need more capital to get started, you are in for a
surprise. Commercial real estate is completely different and often
requires little or no capital.

If you think, like the masses, that commercial real estate is
risky because you have often seen vacant commercial premises
and thanked your lucky stars that you are not the owner, you are
in for a shock. For reasons that I am excited to share in this book, I
seek out vacant commercial buildings, as I have figured out a way
of making money, huge sums of it, seemingly out of thin air, by
doing something very straightforward with these vacant build-
ings—something that you cannot do with residential buildings.

If you think commercial real estate is too complex, too spe-
cialized, too esoteric, and too difficult for you to even consider,
then let me take you on a journey to convince you that it is none of
these things. In fact, I firmly believe that after reading this book,
you will no longer want to even consider residential real estate as

xvii
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an investment option, and will focus instead on commercial real
estate with both enthusiasm and confidence. The only regret you
may have is that you didn’t discover this information sooner.

Consider this: Of all the wealthy ($100 million-plus net
worth) property investors I have come across in over 30 years of
investing and teaching real estate in more than 25 countries (I have
had the privilege of working with many prominent people in real
estate all over the world), at most two have made their fortune
through residential property—the rest have all done it through
commercial property.

Think about this. You wouldn’t choose a surgeon with a
low patient survival rate when there are others with a high sur-
vival rate. You wouldn’t choose a car with a low crash-test rat-
ing over one with a high rating, or a school for your kids with a
low graduation rate over one with a high graduation rate. So
now that you know that nearly all wealthy property investors
have achieved their wealth through commercial real estate, how
can you justify even thinking of buying one more residential
property? It would be like dropping your kids off at a bad
school, and driving yourself in an unsafe car to a hospital to
have surgery performed on you by a surgeon with a low patient
survival rate. That is nuts, right? Well, in relative terms, so is in-
vesting in residential real estate.

This last fact alone should be enough to convince you to con-
vert to commercial real estate, and you could save yourself a lot of
time by not having to read the rest of this book if you converted on
that basis. However, you would miss out on a lot of fun, which
brings me to my next point.

If you think commercial real estate is dry and boring, and the
only reason you’d even consider it is that it is lucrative, then you
are in for a real surprise. Residential real estate, for reasons I ex-
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plain in this book, can be repetitious and therefore somewhat
bland, but commercial real estate has so many opportunities for
creativity, thinking outside of the box, and coming up with wacky
ideas, that it genuinely is a lot of fun. At any rate, after I present
my case, you can decide for yourself.

In case you think that I am contradicting myself and the 10
books I have written on residential real estate, think again. I stand
by everything I have said in those books: Residential real estate
truly is, in my opinion, a much better investment than stocks,
bonds, mutual funds, Treasury bills, certificates of deposit, com-
modities, options, futures, and unit trusts, for reasons that I have
explained in some detail in those books. However, when faced
with a choice between residential and commercial real estate, I
would recommend commercial real estate as your way to riches.
Certainly, with my own investing, I have long ago focused almost
exclusively on commercial properties, for reasons that I share in
this book.

There are, of course, many ways of investing in commercial
real estate, as evidenced by the number of existing books on the
subject. You will find this book to be different. The fact that I have
a different approach, philosophy, and strategy does not, however,
invalidate others. You may successfully implement the ideas in
this book, and you could also successfully implement the ideas of
other commercial real estate books. (You may also be unsuccessful
in either case, although it is difficult to fail in real estate as the mar-
ket is so forgiving of tactical errors.)

At the end of the day, it is not just knowing a strategy, but
how you implement it, that can be the difference between a suc-
cessful experience and a learning experience. If you have an angry,
gruff, stern, and rude nature, you could go on vacation to some ex-
otic place and conclude that all the locals are angry, gruff, stern,
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